Leslie Street

Project Description
Managed by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, Tommy Thompson Park is an integral
component of Lake Ontario Park on Toronto’s Lake Ontario waterfront. Located on the Leslie Street
Spit, a man-made peninsula, the Park provides a unique urban wilderness environment in downtown
Toronto that receives close to 250,000 visitors per year. Since its construction began in 1959, millions of
cubic meters of concrete, earth fill, dredged sand and construction waste have been added. The site now
extends about five kilometers into Lake Ontario and is more than 250 hectares in area. From this humble
beginning, Tommy Thompson Park has developed into a complex mosaic of habitats, which support a
diverse community of plants and wildlife.
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The Tommy Thompson Park infrastructure project consists of a series of small pavilions, designed as
elemental shelters with varying degrees of enclosure, to support the enjoyment, management and
interpretation of the Park, without disturbing its character as an urban wilderness. Four interventions
respond to four unique intentions:
The Gateway marks an entrance to the Park and the starting point for a shuttle bus service. The gateway

project includes a physical gate that provides protection for this fragile habitat during off-hours, display
space for park information, shelter, restrooms and storage. It also creates a single point of entrance for
vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
The Staff Booth is located at a narrow point in the peninsula. It allows TRCA staff to interact with
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park visitors and monitor their activities. It also provides park interpretation opportunities, shelter
from the elements and a place to wait for TRCA’s shuttle bus service. Existing surrounding berms have
been re-shaped to frame excellent views to Lake Ontario, provide an informal seating area for outdoor
multimedia presentations and to define some depressions in the landscape to establish a marsh like
habitat.
The Environmental Shelter is located on the shore of the first of a series of wetland habitats. It

offers respite from the elements to visitors. Nested within the existing hill, it also provides long range
vistas from the accessible green roof and sheltered views from the covered outdoor classroom below
for wetland habitat interpretation. A generous bench is provided to accommodate an entire class for
a comfortable look out to the pond. A series of skylights provide natural light to the washrooms and
storage rooms below.
The Bird Banding and Research Station replaces an existing fixed structure that is no longer adequate

to support the work of researchers and bird banders. Transportability and flexibility are key criteria in the
design of this structure, as the best location for the mist nets used to capture birds can change after a
few years. It is essential for the banding station to be in close proximity to the nets. Two dismountable
modules can be easily transported to a different location. Movable counters regulate the level of
interaction between banders and the general public. Movable tables allow the banders to customize their
work environment to minimize bird handling during banding operations (to reduce stress to the birds). A
dismountable porch provides shelter and allows banders to work outdoors.
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